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Published on Dec 3, 2012 by StephenHannardADGUK

The recent UFO sightings in the city of Santiago are creating fear among the

population, according to a TV news report. On the 30 November 2012, a

huge glowing disc and smaller craft were spotted over Santiago, multiple

witness's claim the object was massive, possibly the size of a football field,

and seemed to glow, it was followed by a smaller craft or orb.

Experts do not know why these unidentified flying objects appear during or

after any disaster. What is the relationship between UFOs and natural

disasters, catastrophic events such as earthquakes, and why such interest in

Santiago, a huge hotspot for UFO activity.

The result of a survey of public opinion in Chile, clearly says that 85% of the

population of this country believes in extraterrestrial presence on our planet.

ADG Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Alien-Disclosure-

Group/189249627773146

Follow ADG on Twitter: http://twitter.com/ADG_UK
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To have a lord one must be a slave. Sir I have no lord, I serve only myself. I

am my own lord as I am my own servant to myself.
youngn420 in reply to shamey60 (Show the comment) 1 hour ago

Wow, I wonder how big that is. I do not understand the language, do they say

how big they rthought it might be?
burly636 1 hour ago

Looked like the huge discs seen in that NASA video with the huge tether
Andrew C. 2 hours ago

may the lord be in your heart and soul :)
shamey60 in reply to youngn420 (Show the comment) 3 hours ago

I know for a fact that they arent looking here for a new home here on Earth

because there are countless numbers of livable planets that are in a better

state then ours, our ice is melting permanently so any intelligent species

would not even bother and they most likely arent hostile and there is evidence

in the fact that non terrestrial craft have been visiting before airplanes and still

have not been known to harm anyone.
QrayzHD in reply to HawkkeyDavisChannel (Show the comment) 3 hours ago

Hail Satan!
youngn420 in reply to Coffecake212 (Show the comment) 3 hours ago

Because if it wasn't you would be able to see the "made in China" stamp on

the bottom of the plate.
youngn420 in reply to JohnnyC Major (Show the comment) 3 hours ago

@Coffecake212 What lord! Lord of the rings? Anyone that calls someone

there lord needs help!!
nelly13tube 3 hours ago

looks like one of those dropa stone shaped craft, maybe.
vyperius 3 hours ago

This whole video is like one of the news bulletins from the original Robocop

movie - only in Spanish

How can anyone take this rubbish seriously?
SgtGriffiths 4 hours ago
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